Background Information on Linaka Joy
NLP Master Practitioner, Changework Facilitator & Coach
Linda, also called Linaka Joy, has lived and worked in the central Texas area for almost 30 years. Her
adventuresome nature has led her to travel to sacred sites and amazing places – from Alaska to Arizona, Mexico
to Maui, and to the high Andes in Peru. Her current role as Executrix of JoyTech, an enterprise focused on
activating Joy in the world, keeps her focused on NLP changework, ‘Technology of Joy ’ coaching, writing, and
designing or conducting ceremonies to mark and celebrate key life moments and transitions.
Linaka delights in serving as a Master Practitioner of
Neuro Linguistic Programming, NLP. For over 23 years, she
has played many roles within the universe of NLP - coach,
consultant, training assistant, writer, process designer and
presenter. She also serves as the organizer for the NLP San
Antonio meetup group, which gathers each first Thursday or
third Wednesday at 7 pm at the Center for Life in north San
Antonio [Details @ http://www.meetup.com/nlpsanantonio.]
She continues to work with Bobbi Best of Best
Resources / Texas Institute of NLP , having played a
number of roles with this international training company
since 1989. Linda also coordinates new programs from the
NLP Women’s Center and facilitates VISIBLE WOMEN, an
NLP based empowerment program for girls, teens and
women.
As a facilitator for Excellence, she enjoys assisting others in realizing their full potential as they gracefully
and easily release limitations and fears. Through NLP and other healing modalities, Linaka offers a diverse mix
of practical tools to fully activate your own unique resources and potential. Her eclectic approach encompasses
wisdom from many sources – NLP from basics to evolutionary, Q’ero and Andean cosmology from Peru,
the Huna teachings from Hawaii, and Native American traditions, among others.
She has been blessed to feast alongside masters, guides, teachers and friends of many distinctive and
delicious flavors. Along the way, she also gathered expertise and certifications as a Mediator for the State of
Texas, an Accelerated Learning instructor and designer, plus a R.O.P.E.S. course facilitator. She is dedicated to
discovering what works, whatever principles or processes are most effective in bringing you to J-O-Y !!
“Linda radiates natural gifts, whether she is serving as an NLP counselor, a consultant,
or a ceremony designer. She has great skills at helping others grow; a fierce willingness
to do whatever works; the ability to connect with the flow of Life; an amazing sense of
wonder which she utilizes so ably when creating sacred space and sacred rituals; and a
spirit of deep Love.
K. Fail, Performance Consultant, NLP Trainer & Coach
“When I first met Linaka, I was skilled at creating states of confusion, depression,
and fear. She modeled for me states of clarity, joy, and courage, and then facilitated
my learning how to shift from unresourceful states to resourceful ones for myself. I
was 'foggy’ and she asked penetrating questions that brought the clear knowing that
the same fire that burns at the core of the Universe burns in me. The fog cleared.
Once again, she modeled how to ask those core questions - how to clear the fog
myself.”
C.R., SFC Coach, Author & NLP Practitioner

JoyTech Services -- Find out more about NLP and the wealth of other JoyTech services.
Please feel free to connect with JoyTech at joytechconnect@yahoo.com. You can schedule:
•
NLP Changework sessions, in person, by phone or Skype;
•
Attendance at an NLP Women’s Center or V ISIBLE W OMEN class or retreat;
•
A coaching session, or two, focused on ‘Technology of Joy ’; NLP Skills
Development, Life or Spiritual Mastery; or
•
A Ceremony Design consultation, by phone or in person.
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